COVID-19 ALERT!

Community transmission in both Cobb and Douglas Counties is once again considered HIGH and continues to increase. There have been steady increases in case rates, percent positive tests, emergency room visits and hospitalizations.

Current 14-day case rate per 100,000 by county:

Cobb: 399
Douglas: 500
14 day (2 week) Rolling COVID-19 PCR Case Average per 100K population
Values above yellow line are considered high spread (value >100)
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- **Peaks and Trends:**
  - Early peaks around 2/7 with 164 cases.
  - Steady decrease with peaks around 3/11 at 133 cases.
  - Further decrease with peaks around 4/15 at 69 cases.
  - Continued decrease with peaks around 5/3 at 16 cases.
  - Significant increase around 6/20 with a peak at 442 cases.
  - Further increase around 7/29 with a peak at 268 cases.
  - Additional increase around 6/6 with a peak at 171 cases.
  - Additional increase around 7/20 with a peak at 90 cases.
  - Additional increase around 6/27 with a peak at 37 cases.

**Note:** The graph illustrates the daily confirmed cases, with a focus on the trend and peaks over time.